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Some information about the materials used for the construction of furniture in this catalogue can be 
found in the company presentation. In general, the structures are made of bronze lined with fine materials 
(malachite, amethyst, lapis lazuli, marble etc.), and the bronzes gilded with 24 kt gold using a galvanic 
process, then coated to keep them unchanged over time, avoiding blemishes and fading. The bronze 
decorations are made using the ancient procedure called lost wax casting. The combination of the 
materials, the coatings and the bronzes are the result of an accurate phase of modelling usually carried 
out in synergy with the customer in order to ensure perfect results. Every piece of furniture illustrated can 
be customised in size, materials and finishes by adding and/or changing the current elements, working 
with the customer to achieve the best possible harmony with the environment for which it is intended. 
Some furniture can be fitted with adjustable legs to compensate for any unevenness in the floor. All work 
is done in Italy by our expert craftsmen in constant collaboration with our designers to ensure a perfect 
combination of aesthetics and quality of workmanship. The furniture is shipped in special wooden cases 
made to measure, ensuring maximum stability and safety during transport.

I BIAGI
sophisticated interiors.
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SALA degli
STUCCHI
sophisticated interiors.

Sideboard with four doors with wooden frame, central drawer covered in malachite, four legs, mouldings 
and elements in bronze gilded with 24 kt gold and subsequent protective coating.
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1213/MLCH
Sideboard. Goes with 1218/MLCH e 1212/MLCH
cm 300x60x120h

SALA DEGLI STUCCHI.  Sophisticated Interiors.  
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SALA DEGLI STUCCHI.  Sophisticated Interiors.
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1212/MLCH
Sideboard with four doors with wooden frame, covered in malachite, four legs,    
mouldings and elements in bronze gilded with 24 kt gold and subsequent 
protective coating. Goes with 1218/MLCH e 1213/MLCH
cm 240x60x120h



SALA degli
SPECCHI
sophisticated interiors.

Dining room table with double surface covered with 
malachite rests on two bases consisting of four legs each, 
mouldings and 14 chairs entirely in bronze gilded with 24 
kt gold and subsequent protective coating.
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1218/MLCH
Oval table. Goes with 1213/MLCH e 1212/MLCH 
cm 380x210x80h
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SALA DEGLI SPECCHI.  Sophisticated Interiors.

SIDEBOARD DETAIL

OVAL TABLE

Edoardo
Barra

Edoardo
Font monospazio
370
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SALA DEGLI SPECCHI.  Sophisticated Interiors.  
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1220/MRMO
Round Table in Bronze and Marble. On the top some bronze decorative elements have been mixed with marble creating a 
unique and fully customizable design.
cm ø160x80h

SALA DEGLI SPECCHI.  Sophisticated Interiors.

Edoardo
Barra

Edoardo
Font monospazio
1220/MRSP
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SALA del RATTO 
DI PROSERPINA
sophisticated interiors.

Round table with legs made of crystal and double Emperador Dark marble surface. Legs equipped with 
adjustment system for correct positioning even on uneven surfaces. Mouldings in bronze gilded with 24 kt 
gold and subsequent protective coating.
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1015/MRMO
Round table
cm Ø90x110h

SALA DEL RATTO DI PROSERPINA. Sophisticated Interiors.
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800Z150
Oliva amber lamp 
with cast base
cm Ø40x65h

800M219
Giant amber Medici vase 
with cast handles
cm Ø28x55h
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SALA DEL RATTO DI PROSERPINA. Sophisticated Interiors.SALA DEGLI SPECCHI.  Sophisticated Interiors.
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GALLERIA delle
CONCHIGLIE
sophisticated interiors.

Wall console table covered with top in malachite made using lost wax casting, four legs, mouldings and 
elements in bronze gilded with 24 kt gold and subsequent protective coating. 
Mirror in bronze gilded with 24 kt gold made using lost wax casting and subsequent protective coating. 
Malachite finish.
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1005/MLCH
Wall console table
cm 200x65x950h
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GALLERIA DELLE CONCHIGLIE. Sophisticated Interiors.
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GALLERIA DELLE CONCHIGLIE. Sophisticated Interiors.

5351/MLCH 
Flared vase with double 
square base in malachite
cm 47h

5612/MLCH 
Cup with shaped double 
base in malachite
cm Ø34x41h

5625/MLCH 
Epergne 
with malachite base
cm Ø25x36h

5320/MLCH 
Oval centrepiece with square 
base made of malachite   
cm 35x18x24h
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1006/MLCH 
Mirror
cm 160x145h

Edoardo
Barra

Edoardo
Barra

Edoardo
Font monospazio
Center of table with double base in malachiteand bronze gold platged 24kt decorations

Edoardo
Barra

Edoardo
Font monospazio
Stand
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2012/MLCH
Amphora shaped Table Lamp 
in Malachite 
cm ø45x65h

GALLERIA DELLE CONCHIGLIE. Sophisticated Interiors.
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SALA del
MOSAICO
sophisticated interiors.

Floor-standing fountain in bronze gilded with 24 kt gold made using lost wax casting and subsequent 
protective coating. Malachite finish. Equipped with wheels with brake system for optimum stability. 
Hand-cut crystal bowls on three levels with pumps conveying water into three different spiral paths from 
the tip to the base. Final effect illuminated by lighting on the base.
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1100/MLCH 
Fountain
cm 100x100x230h

SALA DEL MOSAICO. Sophisticated Interiors.



SALA
della CACCIA
sophisticated interiors.

Square side table with double surface in lapis lazuli. Bronze structure gilded with gold 24 kt made using 
lost wax casting with floral motifs. Subsequent protective coating.
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100A001
Square box 
in clear crystal
cm 12x12x20h

1013/LPSL
Side table with metal decorations 
and double surface in lapis lazuli
cm 80x80x85h
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SALA DELLA CACCIA. Sophisticated Interiors.

100A002
Medium-sized square box 
in clear crystal
cm 12x12x25h



SALONE
delle FESTE
sophisticated interiors.

Round side table with double surface in malachite/amethyst. Bronze structure gilded with gold 24 kt made 
using lost wax casting with floral motifs. Subsequent protective coating.
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1011/MLC 
Round side table with double surface in malachite
cm Ø43x78h

1011/AMTH
Round side table with double surface in amethyst
cm Ø43x78h

SALONE DELLE FESTE. Sophisticated Interiors.

100D100
Ashtray with cast base
cm Ø15x11h

100D225
Clear cup with cast handles
cm Ø21x34h

Edoardo
Barra

Edoardo
Font monospazio
bronze gold plated 24kt base

Edoardo
Font monospazio
bronze gold plated 24kt decoration

Edoardo
Barra



SCALA dei
GIGANTI
sophisticated interiors.

Hand-cut crystal column, amber colour (the true colour of crystal), marble base Emperador Dark. Capital 
in bronze gilded with 24 kt gold and subsequent protective coating. Historical stylistic reference to the 
canons of times ranging from ancient Rome to the Renaissance.
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1180/MRMO
Square column in honey onyx with bronze frame gilded with 24 kt gold 
and subsequent protective coating.
cm 42x42x100h

SCALA DEI GIGANTI. Sophisticated Interiors.
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200M512
Crystal column, Emperador Dark marble base, capital in bronze gilded with 24 kt gold 
and subsequent protective coating.
cm 42x42x130h



SALA della
DUCHESSA
sophisticated interiors.

Bathroom console table and mirror in classic style, made of bronze gilded with 24 kt gold depicting stylised 
lotus leaves. Subsequent protective coating. Sodalite surface and inserts (fine marble with predominance 
of blue and infinite shades of other colours). Legs equipped with adjustment system for correct positioning 
even on uneven surfaces. Double washbasin in hand-cut crystal.
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SALA DELLA DUCHESSA. Sophisticated Interiors.

1060/SDLT
Bathroom console table
cm 220x75x70h

250B109
Bathroom brush holder 
with cast leaves
cm 35h

250B110
Bathroom bin 
with cast leaves
cm Ø20x25h

250B104
Square tissue holder 
with cast leaves
cm 15x15x17h

1065/SDLT
Mirror
cm 195x135h

Edoardo
Barra

Edoardo
Font monospazio
1065/SDLT

Edoardo
Barra

Edoardo
Font monospazio
1060/SDLT
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1062/SDLT
Wall console table
cm 220x75x95h

SALA DELLA DUCHESSA. Sophisticated Interiors.



SALA
del DUCA
sophisticated interiors.

Bathroom console table in bronze gilded with 24 kt gold and subsequent protective coating. Honey onyx 
surface, adjustable legs for correct positioning even on uneven surfaces. Washbasin in hand-cut crystal. 
Mirror in honey onyx with finishing in bronze gilded with 24 kt gold and subsequent protective coating.
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SALA DEL DUCA. Sophisticated Interiors.
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1091/MRMO
Bathroom console table with single table in honey onyx
cm 110x52
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1090/MRMO
Linear mirror in honey onyx
cm 80x100

SALA DEL DUCA. Sophisticated Interiors.

250B107 
Bathroom mirror 
with cast leaves
cm 33h

250B102
Toothbrush holder 
with cast base
cm 15h

250B103
Soap dispenser 
with cast base
cm 18h

250B106
Glass 
with cast base
cm 15h

250B108
Bathroom container 
with cast leaves
cm Ø18
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SALA delle
CARIATIDI
sophisticated interiors.

Console table in bronze gilded with 24 kt gold with top and back in engraved Plexiglas 
and mother of pearl inlays.
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SALA DELLE CARIATIDI.  Sophisticated Interiors.

1022/PLXG
Bronze lantern with LED light
cm 190h

1020/PLXG
Console table with bronze back, engraved Plexiglas shelves 
and mother of pearl inlays
cm 200x80x210h
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SALA delle
ARTI E DELLE SCIENZE
sophisticated interiors.

Our lighting collections are designed to match any kind of context of furnishing from classic 
to contemporary. The aim of the design of our lighting elements is to reach the highest 
level of elegance thanks to the care to the details and finishings, and the preciousness of 
the materials.
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SALA DELLE ARTI E DELLE SCIENZE.  Sophisticated Interiors.

800Q001
Chandelier 12+6 lights in bronze 
and cased crystal amber and blue
cm ø115x125h

800Q022
Applique 2 lights lights in bronze 
crystal blue color
cm 50x25x50h
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800Q035
Stand Floor Lamp in Bronze and 
crystal
cm ø50x190h

800Q031
Table Lamp in Bronze and crystal
cm ø50x110h
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1080/AMB
Stand Floor Lamp in crystal amber color.
cm ø95x250h
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1090/MRMO
Stand Floor Lamp in portoro 
marble.
cm ø95x250h

Edoardo
Barra

Edoardo
Font monospazio
1080/PRTR
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SALA DELLE ARTI E DELLE SCIENZE. Sophisticated Interiors.

800Q106
Chandelier 6 lights in bronze and 
crystal amber color
cm ø115x125h
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800Q135
Stand Floor Lamp in Bronze and 
crystal
cm ø50x190h

800Q131
Table Lamp in Bronze and crystal
cm ø50x100h

SALA DELLE ARTI E DELLE SCIENZE.  Sophisticated Interiors.
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SALA DELLE ARTI E DELLE SCIENZE.  Sophisticated Interiors.

800Q122
Applique 2 lights lights in bronze 
crystal amber color
cm 50x25x50h
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BIBLIOTECA 
REALE
sophisticated interiors.

Table lamps can enhance the piece of furnishing and the room they are placed in. 
Our models are expression of luxury and they can be fully cusomized in terms of color and decorations.
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800L252
Medici Table Lamp
with horse in crystal amber color
cm ø45x95h

900L252
Medici Table Lamp
with horse in cased crystal amber and blue
cm ø45x95h
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BIBLIOTECA REALE.  Sophisticated Interiors.

900L251
Table Lamp with horse in cased 
crystal amber and blue 
cm ø45x85h

900M251
Table Lamp in cased crystal amber
and blue
cm ø45x85h

800L251
Table Lamp with horse in crystal 
amber color
cm ø45x85h

900M252
Medici Table Lamp in cased 
crystal amber and blue
d.45 h.95
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800M251
Table Lamp in crystal amber 
color
cm ø45x85h

BIBLIOTECA REALE. Sophisticated Interiors.
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BIBLIOTECA REALE.  Sophisticated Interiors.

800M252
Medici Table Lamp in crystal 
amber color
cm ø45x95h
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BIBLIOTECA REALE.  Sophisticated Interiors.

250F145
Candelabra 13 lights
with crystal body
cm ø60x115h

200M250
Candelabra 12 lights  
with Portoro Marble base and finishings
cm ø65x90h
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